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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1. The Problem 
Purpose.-- The purpose of this study is to (1) phonetically 
analyze the articulation of 20 children of Italian descent, and 
(2) to distinguish articulatory speech impediments from dialectic 
errors -- by means of phonetic analysis. 
Justification.-- Substandard or dialectic speech is often 
taken for an impediment of speech, and sometimes is treated as 
such. However, it is more the idiomatic language of a certain 
ethnic or national group rather than a speech impediment. 
Unlike most speech defects, dialectic speech often is accept-
able in the person's family or even his whole environment. To 
correct such articulation would not only be difficult, but might 
be unwise when it is the accepted manner of speech in a given area. 
Many a speech therapist and teacher would be helped by recog-
nizing a dialectic pattern and distinguishing it from a disorder 
which requires correction. 
Scope.-- Twenty children of Italian ancestry have served as 
subjects in a study to phonetically record articulation which is 
dialectic, defective, or both. The children range in age from six 
to twelve, and in grade placement from first through sixth. 
1 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Libr arY. 
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2. Definition of Terms Used 
Phonetic analysis.-- Analysis of spoken sounds as represented 
by phonetic symbols. 
Dialectic errors of speech.-- Idiomatic articulation of a cer-
tain national group and its descendants which differs from the 
generally accepted articulation of the city or country. 
Articulatory speech impediments.-- Irregularity i n the produc-
tion of speech sounds which is not idiomatic -- but which is unac-
ceptable even in one's ethnic group. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
1. Introduction 
In a chapter from C. M. Wise's book,1fthe Italian dialect 
and its causes are discussed. Wise explains that most foreign 
groups who have settled in this country have in time lost their 
foreign identity. The Italians, however, sought cities, secured 
industrial jobs, and clung together in speech islands - OUr metro-
politan "Little Italys". This was done to combat loneliness in a 
foreign land by having the companionship of their own countrymen. 
These conditions led to the development and persistence of a 
distinct Italian dialect, as Italian-Americans learned speech from 
each other and their parents. 
Unlike descendants of scattered immigrants, these people were 
shut off from hearing a sufficient amount of undialectic English 
to allow for perfection of their own speech. As a result, the 
Italian dialect has been perpetuated, and it is a common thing in 
cities and industrial suburbs today. 
2. The Italian Dialect 
In a thesis by r!J:assari ,Y the speech difficulties of 20 adults 
1/Claude J:v1erton Wise, Applied Phonetics, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
Eaglewood Cliffs, N. J., 1957, pp. 431-453. 
g/Gloria Massari, A Case Stud of the S eech Difficulties of 20 
Adults with Forei Dialect Italian , Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
The School of Education, Boston University, 1957, pp. 4-8. 
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with foreign di lect (Italian) are analyzed phonetically. Massari 
begins her stud~ by describing the Italian language and the dialect 
which is presen~ when an Italian person learns English. She goes 
on to analyze the dialect by means of a passage which is read by 
20 Italian adulf s. The study is concluded by a description of the 
dialectic pattern which was found. 
In Massaril's review of literature, the Italian language and 
foreign dialect~ are studied. The following is from a portion of 
Massari's revieC of literature: 
Italian Vowels English Vowels Absent in Italian 
C.CL:l c.. -ae.. J C..K~t:J cat 
c. e. :l c X....J C- .:c t ::1 it 
c.. E. :l C.I'J C..\<"f.J cup 
4 
(_ A...J [_-;r-] c brA. a .1' :1 brother 
(._t)"") C3':l C3""~.J 
[_")") 
c.v-:1 c~vt] 
L... v..:J t:::-~-:1 c. ~0~ ;,.:J ~v~wo... C..~.J added to 
word endings \:..~-:1 c. ~ s '-<: :J 
Italian Consonants Which Are English Consonants Absent 
Articulated Diiferently in Italian 
1. C. t, ~. "',l] deJ ta.lized C h u> J 
2. Cp,t,\<)less aspiration C. ~ ""] 
C hwo..r J 
c ~1: n~ 
ca:t:s:J 
C-hA.=t 
sounds like C \,, d , '\ J 
3. Interchange of voiced 
4. 
and unvoicef cognates 
C Y'\ --:1 exisj s only be-
fore Ck and ~] 
Substitutions made in the 
Italian Dialect 
r:. w/nw.:l 
c t/17:1 
earn 
put 
sofa 
ask 
why 
thin 
this 
he 
5. C -r "J is trilled by plac-
ing the ton~e tip against 
the upper te~th. 
c~/>s.J 
C'h 1 omitted i n Engli sh and 
added w·hen unneeded. 
C. M. Wise 1/describes the Italian dialect in his section on 
foreign dialects: 
1. t:. \ ") is oft l n folloived by C. ~ "1 and is pure. 
2. An ~""1varia~ion is used for C.n ""1words. 
ex: inverno C. r..)' v~""'nl):l 
3. C."':l is of~ en followe9- by C.~"]. 
ex: segno C ~~"' ~ 0 ""1 and is dentalized. 
4. C SJ is sok etimes pronounced C-\-$)• 
ex: r ello c.. ' t-s f..\: a J 
5. Doubled conl onants are usually lengthened. 
6. C.-\1) is prpnounced C \(' ]. 
ex: I he c ~ e. J 
7. C.. :z..-::3 is of~ en substituted for C. S "] 
ex: c sa t: \< a. z.. ~ ~ 
8. c. 3'J is separate, but part of the c~1Jphoneme. 
9. C. k '"1 is ent. 
10. C -z. -:1 or C:z.ZJfollovTed by l:,.I:~, ;>,e. or j:"o] is often pro-
1 
nounced c.. +S "J 
ex: plizza C. y i. t!. ~ :J 
11. The ini ti~~ ~ C:z..] in some words ~is : pronounced C J3::J. 
12. C. e-::1 is i sti tuted for (:o...r]. 
13. C- ~") is substituted for 'C-~j. 
14. c. tiJ is s1bstituted for c~-vJ. 
15. C 'E.-It :J is substituted for C ~ and ~~ • 
16. C. 'C. 'r ~ is s1bsti tuted for C. 1" and ;) "] • 
1/Claude Mertorl Wise, Op. ·cit., pp. 431-453. 
/ 
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17. C- ~ "1 is s bsti tuted for C :;). J . 
18. C-o.. "1 or q v..l are substituted for C I'."). 
19. Ce1 and Lb1 are pure, and not diphthongal. 
20. C...~ ""1 is i kolated and given depth. 
C. K. Thoits 1/has commented briefly on a few features of the 
Italian language and dialect. 
1. \:... '\1 hal no existence apart from before C 11 or C I<J • The 
tendency is to bronounce C<>>o~ ~ sing, as C. s r: ''!J or C. S~ ~ '<l. 
2. Italiah lacks the C. 3J sound. 
the 
3. The It lian makes no distinction between C..£.] and (. ~]. 
Barrows d Cordts ~have described some characteristics of 
Italian language and dialect in their book: 
1. ItaliJn has no diphthongs, but only pure vowels. 
2. The f~llowing sounds are alike to English: 
c.. b I j I W\f n I .f I VI f I 3 I }, GL I £I A., }, lk "] 
3. t:.. \ "'] is made by putting the tongue in a convex position 
and placing th tongue tip behind the upper teeth. 
6 
4. Cw-:1 is only found in foreign Italian words or after C.\.\_] 
or \:.1]. 
Jones 2/h s commented on several features of the Italian 
language' 
1 Charles Kenneth Thomas, An Introduction to the Phonetics of Ameri-
can English, Roland Press Company, N. Y., 1947, pp. 64, 83, 170. ~Sarah T. BarJ ows and Anna D. Cordts, The Teacher's Book of Rho-
netics, Ginn ~d Company, Boston, 1926, pp. 138-139. 
3/Daniel Jones An Outline of English Phonetics, 
Company, New Y rk, 1956, pp. 103, 142, 145, 169. 
E. P. Dutton and 
7 
1. CA vJ cannot be distinguished from C ) ) . 
2. C t] i J made by :placing the tongue tip against the upper 
teeth and is dedtalized. 
O'Neill 11J as brought attention to a few dialectic character-
. t· · t· I f h. b k ~s ~cs 1n :por 1ons o 1s oo : 
1. There ~s a considerable amount of broken English spoken 
by immigrants oJ their partially unassimilated ancestors. 
2. C. ;_ ~ is substituted for C :r:]. 
3. C },.."J is substituted for C. ~J in romance languages. 
Manser g/has devoted a small section of her book to the Ital-
ian dialect: 
2. 
Final r onsonants are unvoiced. 
English is spoken with an Italian intonation. 
1. 
3. C,.l:.-:1 is substituted for C. i -::1. 
4. C- l:) "") is substituted for C.)]. 
5. c. u.".) is substituted for c 11]. 
3. Summary 
A. Italian Vo~els 
C 0..~ e.,£..,~;._, DJ :>1 V....l Sc....hi..Uo. - :J 
B. English Vo~els Absent in Italian 
c. ?f2..J t J "' J) _3-J '\J, ~~ ~ ~ 
1/James M. O'Neill (Ed.), Foundations of Speech, Prentice-Hall, 
Inc., New York,, 1946, pp. 18, 42, 46, 68. 
2/Ruth B. MansJr, Speech Correction on the Contract Plan, Prentice-
Hall, Inc., Ne~ York, 1951, p:p. 50. 
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c. Italian Articulation and Variation 
1. C- t, ci, V\J \ "J are dentalized. 
2. C- f'\ -:1 and C \ J are often followed by C. \] • 
3. Cognater are interchanged. 
4. ~ ~ '1 r xists only before C.~]or C.~]. 
5. C Y"''] !i s trilled. 
6. C. u.l" -.:l ~s only found in foreign Italian words or after C..j :J 
or C. \..< =:J • 
7. c_ hw] is omitted. 
8. C. E;), ~ o.~~ ~ 1 are omitted. 
10. 
An C YjJ variant is used in soJne [:. n] words. 
C t"S :l ~s pronounced C \(]. 
C- 3 :1 I. s part of the C.. ~yphoneme. 11. 
12. The initial is sometimes pronounced 
• 
13. C-2-2-_:] is pronounced C--\-s.]. 
14. C. f• t, '<] are unaspirated, and immediately followed by 
a vowel. 
15. Final ~onsonants are unvoiced. 
16. C.\..,] js added when unneeded. 
17. Italians need a final vowel and add a schwa 'C a] • 
No dipJ thongs exist 18. in Italian, only pure vowels. 
Dialectic J ubstitutions D. 
1. w/~Jr 5. b I ::J 
2. ";.;/r. 6. u.../v 
3. r../ A.. 7. e_/lA..t: 
4. ~; ,;}.. 8. n/ o.v 
9 
9. C\.., v.../A 19. K/j 
10. t I & 20. 1/K 
11. &/~ 21. t/ cl 
12. ~~by~\( ~~ 22. cl/t 
13. tr\\\~ r / ~ 23. ~/v 
14. £.~ /~, :tJ~.3 24. v If 
15. t-s "" A /.z... 25. s/~ 
16. d.~ /3 26. -z-/s 
17. b/ r 27. m/n 
18. rib 
CHAPTER III 
STATEMENT OF METHODS, TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES 
The writer egan this study by writing a letter to the parents 
of the 20 artie ation cases involved in this study (see Appendix 
A). The letter explained that the writer was doing a study, and 
needed the help of each parent, which they could accomplish by fill-
ing out a questionnaire (see Appendix B). This inquiry form asked 
for personal in ormation about the child and his family, i.e., birth-
date of child, blirthplaces of the child and pertinent relatives, and 
language spoken ·n the home by parent and child. 
After the were sent out, each child was gi ven a speech 
analysis through! the use of the book "Speech Through Pictures", by 
McCausland, Mil+ r and Oakie (see Appendix C). The speech analysis 
was done by havit g each child name pictures containing every sound 
in almost every osition. During this procedure, the writer phonet-
ically recorded r ll articulatory errors with respective word posi-
tions (initial, bedial, and final). 
A table, t i be presented in Chapter IV, was devised to record 
all possible di ectic errors of articulation. Responses of child-
ren were categoJ[·zed in tabular form (see Chapter IV). They will 
be classified as either dialectic or articulatory, on the basis of 
the quality of t f tal number of responses, analyzed individually: 
i.e. 1:-e{slwould be classified as articulatory, as the C &J 
sound does not e~en exist in Italian, whereas the[s] sound does. 
10 
c:. a/~] wou.ILd be classified as dialectic, as theC~Jsound 
does not exist kn Italian, and thus ~1is a common substitution 
for it. 
11 
In addition, responses will be analyzed in order to determine 
most and least ~roublesome sounds, and most frequent types of sub-
stitution and o ssion. An interpretation of the results will fol-
low. 
In Chapte1 V, a summary of the results and conclusions to this 
study will be P,resented. 
I 
I C~TER IV 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
I . 
I 
In the fol~owing section, several tables are presented which 
I 
give informatiof about the children and their families, responses 
on the articulj~ion test, and classification of responses. 
Below is f iound a list of all possible dialectic errors knmm 
to the writer :r this time, and responses were checked with this 
table to deter~ne classification of errors. 
Figures we~e analyzed according to number of errors and rank 
order of diffil~ty of sounds: articulation and dialectic . Diffi-
culties were b~oken down into substitutions, omissions, distortions, 
and additions. I The analysis will be presented in this chapter. 
The final l ortion of this chapter is devoted to the writer's 
interpretation lof responses. 
~. Dialectic Errors of Speech 
The inforJ ation given below presents the major typical patterns 
I 
of Italian dialectic speech. The major classifications are: addi-
tions, omissiol s, distortions, substitutions, and miscellaneous.1f 
1. Addi tilons 
a. T~e schwaC~J is added in the final position. 
b .. C t1 and C I] are followed by C. j J . 
c. T~e aspirate '[_ "'J is . added after some consonants. 
1 Dialectic pat!terns which do not fall in a given category. 
12 
13 
2. Omissiams 
a. Th~ aspirate '[. hJ is sometimes omitted after C. f ,t, ~ J . 
b . Th~ second sound of a diphthong is often omitted. 
c. C 1"] is often omitted. 
3. Distor-Gions 
a. C. r, a. "'. I"] are den talized. 
b. C r '] is trilled. 
c. Tw1 consecutive [..:z..] sounds are pronounced C t.s] , 
4. Substi~utions / 
\.V/h~ 1/ t" ~, J :Z. L 
I -
v A & b/ r 
J ~' p/b 
i/~ K /~ 
._ ~~,J Cj/ K 
jj 0~\ ~ K I~ t I a 
I /1;., 0./ t:; 
o/t f/v 
~lr v/f 
wt/n 
e./ cl"I:. s/ ;z... 
o/,)..~ z./ S 
E-.,.. /l::t.r,J,3 k/tf 
~, u--/" l-1 I~ 
i:J/J; 
2/ 
cl;/"tj 
1/3 
3/J 
hw/u.) 
J313 
1/This is a common substitution of many people in Boston and New 
York City. 
2/These constitu e the writer ' s observation. 
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5. Miscellaneous 
a. Dou~led consonants are usually lengthened. 
b. Fini l consonants are unvoiced. 
c. Finl l consonants are heavily articulated, producing 
~) l YI an ~ effect.-
1/These constitute the writer's observation. 
15 
Table 1. Personal Data . 
Student No. 1 2 3 4 5 
Sex . Female Male female male female 
Grade 3 1 2 2 6 
~hronolog.V 
~cal age 8-6 7-l 8-3 7-7 12-3 
Birthplace Mass. Mass. Mass. Mass. Mass. 
Speaks 
Italian 
Understands 
Italian 
Father's box factory 
occupation cobbler worker laborer cook work 
Father's 
birthplace Italy Mass . Mass. I'1ass. Mich. 
Mother's 
birthplace Mass. Mass. Mass. Ohio Mass. 
Maternal 
grandfather's 
birthplace Mass. Italy So.Italy Italy N.Italy 
Ivlaternal 
grandmother's 
birthplace Mass. Italy So.Italy Pa. So.Italy 
Paternal 
grandfather ' s 
birthplace Italy Italy So.Italy Italy Italy 
Paternal 
grandmother's 
birthplace Italy Italy So.Italy Italy Italy 
1/ As of June, 1958 
(continued on next page) 
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Table 1. <contijuedl 
Student No. 6 7 8 9 10 
Sex male male male male male 
Grade 2 2 3 3 5 
?hronologl/ 
~cal age 7-6 9-5 9-9 8-3 10-5 
Birthplace Mass. Mass. Nass. Mass. Mass. 
Speaks Italian 
Understands 
Italian J 2/ / 2.1 
Father's Postal main ten- blast dairy foundry 
occupation employee ance oper- fur- foreman work 
a tor nace 
Father's 
birthplace Mass. Mass. }1ass . Mass. Mass. 
Iv'Io ther's 
birthplace Mass. Mass. :t'1ass. Nass. Mass . 
Maternal 
grandfather's 
birthplace N.Italy Ireland Italy Italy . Italy 
rJJ:aternal 
grandmother's 
birthplace N..Italy Scotland Italy Italy Canada 
Paternal 
grandfather's 
birthplace So.Italy Italy Mass. Mass. Italy 
Paternal 
grandmother's 
birthplace So.Italy So.Italy Mass. Nass. Italy 
1/As of June, 19 ·8 
2/0nly slightly 
,2/0nly slightly 
(continued on next page) 
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Table 1. (conti ued) 
Student No. 11 v 12. 13 14 15 
Sex female male male female female 
Grade 3 3 3 4 l 
Chronolog-/ 
ical age g 8-1 8-3 9-3 9-6 6-9 
Birthplace Wtass. Nass. Nass. Mass. Mass. 
Speaks Italian 
Understands 
Italian 
Father's dairy Internal stock 
occupation shipper foreman teacher Revenue man 
Father's 
birthplace u. s. Mass. 1\'Iass. Iviass. IVIass. 
IJiother' s 
birthplace u. s. Mass. Mass. Mass. I"lass. 
lYiaternal 
grandfather's 
birthplace u. s. Italy Nass. I-IJ:ass. So.Italy 
Maternal 
grandmother's 
birthplace u. s. Ita.ly Mass. Mass. Italy 
Paternal 
grandfather's 
birthplace u. s. Mass. Italy Italy Mass. 
Paternal 
grandmother's 
birthplace u. s. Mass. IViass. Italy Mass. 
1/Gave only info~mation which is listed. 
2/As of June, 19 8 
(concluded on next pa.ge) 
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Table 1 . (concluded) 
Student No. 16 17 18 19 20 
--- -
Sex male male male male mal e 
Gr ade 4 1 l 2 l 
?hronol ogy 
1.cal age 9-10 7-0 8-4 8-6 8-5 
Birthplace Mass. Mass. Mass. rvlass. Mass. 
Speaks Italian unknown 
Understands 
Italian unknown 
Father's restau-
occupation ranteur baker laborer laborer shi pper 
Father's 
birthplace Italy Hass. Mass. 'Mass. unknown 
Mother's 
birt hplace JY.lass. JYTass. Nass. 'Mass. unknown 
Maternal 
grandfather's 
birthplace Italy I~ass. N.H. Ireland unknown 
Iviaternal 
grandmother's 
birthplace Italy So.Italy lYiass. Mass. unknown 
Paternal 
grandfather's 
birthplace Italy Italy So.Italy So.Ital y unknown 
Paternal 
grandmother's 
birthplace Italy Italy So.Italy IVIass. unknown 
1/As of June, 19 58 
Table 2. Group Analysis of Speech Sound Production (Dialectic 
Errors) 
Sound Omis-
sions 
p 0 2.1 
b 0 
m 0 
n 0 
t 0 
d 0 
Additions ofy 
aspirate\:. hj 
lO 
0 
I 
s 
Additions21 of Sound =.t 
(vV\J ' 
C.. p'J I 
0 
Distor-
tions 
0 
0 
0 
0 
l/Additions of aspirate ~h] after the sound listed 
2/Additions of unnecessary sound after the sound listed 
11Number of children who make this error 
(continued on next page) 
Substi-
tutions 
19 
0 
0 
• 
• 
Table 2. (continued) 
Sound Omis-
sions 
k 0 3../ 
g 
0 
f 0 
v 0 
s 0 
Additions of1; aspirate C~]-
0 
3 
0 
\ 
Additions2; of Sound -
0 
c~j' 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Distor-
tions 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1/Additions of aspirate C:~] after the sound listed 
2/Additions of unnecessary sound after the sound listed 
~Number of children who make this error 
(continued on next page) 
Substi-
tutions 
0 
20 
v/f * 
-z_ Is I 
Table 2. (continued) 
Sound Omis- Additions ofy' Additions2; Dis tor-sions aspirate C. "'.J of Sound - tions 
D 2./ \ c~"J \ 0 z c~'J \ 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
j 0 \ 0 
0 0 
J 0 0 
1/ Additions of aspirate C..~ J after the sound listed 
2/Additions of unnecessary sound after the sound listed 
2./Number of children who make this error 
(continued on next page) 
21 
Substi-
tuti ons 
5/%- z; 
t !a • ., J~:./ z 7 
t(l} \5 
0 
0 0 
0 
Table 2. (continued) 
Sound 
w-hw 
l 
r 
h 
Omis-
sions 
0 
0 
0 
c 
0 
Additions ofy aspirate\:~] 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
C> 
Addi tions2 1 of Sound =.t 
0 
0 
0 
C.\ J \ 
6 
Distor-
tlons 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1/Additions of aspirate~h]after the sound listed 
g;Additions of unnecessary sound after the sound listed 
2/Number of children who make this error 
(continued on next page) 
Substi-
tutions 
22 
0 
6 
c 
0 
Table 2 . (continued) 
Sound 
e 
i 
0 
u 
Omis-
sions 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Additions of1; aspirate C"'];-
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Additions2; of Sound -
0 
0 
Distor- Substi-
tions tutions 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1/Additions of aspirate (_~) after the sound listed 
2/Additions of unnecessary sound after the sound listed 
2/Number of children who make this error 
(continued on next page) 
23 
0 
6 
0 
-Table 2 . (continued) 
Sound 
" 
Omis-
sions 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Additions of 1; 
aspirate C "'1-
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Additions21 
of Sound .=.t 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Distor-
tions 
cs 
C5 
0 
1/Additions of aspirate C-~) after the sound listed 
2/Additions of unnecessary sound after the sound listed 
2/Number of children who make this err or 
(concluded on next page) 
Substi-
tutions 
0 
24 
0 ;.. /t \ 
0 o./ A-._ 
0 0 
0 
Table 2. (concluded) 
Sound Omis-
sions 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Additions of1 1 aspi rate (_ '-t) ;t 
t5 
0 
0 
c 
Additions2; of Sound -
0 
0 
0 
0 
Distor-
tions 
0 
tS 
0 
0 
0 
1/ Additions of aspirate ChJ after the sound listed 
2/Additions of unnecessary sound after the sound listed 
2/Number of children who make this error 
Substi-
tutions 
cs 
25 
0 
0 
0 
Table 3. Group Analysis of Speech Sound Production (Articulatory 
Errors) 
Sound Omissions AdditionJ/ Distortions Substitutions 
p \ c 
b \ 0 
m 0 0 0 
n 0 
t 0 0 
d 3 0 0 
1/Additions of unnecessary sound after the sound listed 
g;Number of children who make this error 
(continued on next page) 
c 
0 
I 
26 
Table 3. (continued) 
Sound Omissions AdditionJ:./ Distortions Substitutions 
k 0 0 
g 0 
0 0 0 
f 0 0 
v 0 0 
s \ 
' 
1/Additions of unnecessary sound after the sound listed 
2/Nurnber of children who make this error 
(continued on next page) 
0 
9 
27 
Table 3. (continued 
Sound Omissions Additionsb/ Distortions Substitutions 
z 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 
c 0 
0 0 
3 0 c 
1/Additions of unnecessary sound after the sound listed 
2/Number of children who make this error 
(continued on next page) 
5 
28 
29 
Table 3. (continued) 
Sound Omissions Addi tionJ:./ Distortions Substitutions 
\if 0 \ 
0 0 0 0 
v.r-h lll 0 0 0 0 
1 \ 0 
--------- - -
r 0 0 1 
h 0 0 6 
1/Additions of unnecessary sound after the sound listed 
2/Number of children who make this error 
(continued on next page) 
Table 3. (continued) 
Sound Omissions Addi tionsl/ Distortions Substi tutions 
e c) 
i 0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 0 0 
1/Additions of unnecessary sotmd after the sound listed 
2/Number of children who make this error 
(continued on next page) 
0 
0 
30 
31 
Table 3. (continued) 
Sound Omissions AdditionsY Distortions Substitutions 
0 2/ 0 0 
0 \ 0 
0 b 0 
1\ 0 6 Q 
0 0 0 
0 
1/Additions of unnecessary sound after the sound listed 
2/Number of children who make this error 
(concluded on next page) 
0 
1 ·--
3 
' 
0 
Table 3. (concluded) 
Sound Omissions Additionsl/ Distortions Substitutions 
0 ?J \ 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 
0 a 
0 0 0 
l/Additions of unnecessary sound after the sound listed 
2/Number of children who make this error 
3 
0 
0 
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Table 4. Number of Errors; All Sounds; All Categories: . Articulatory and Dialectic 
Sound Substitutions Omissions Distortions Additions Total Total Total 
errors errors errors 
artie. dial. artic . dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. all all combined 
cate- cate- (artie. 
rories rories and 
artie.) dial.) dial.) 
p 0 
' 
0 0 0 0 c:r 1/) 
b 
.5 0 0 0 t J 0 ,, 
m 0 0 0 0 D 6 0 0 
n 0 0 0 () 
(continued on next page) 
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Table 4. (continued) 
Sound Substitutions Omissions Distortions Additions Total Total Total 
artie. dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. errors errors errors all all combined 
cate- cate- (artie. 
rories rories and 
artie.) dial.) dial.) 
t \ lf 0 0 0 0 0 cr 13 l it< 
d \ 3 0 0 8 
k 0 0 0 0 · 0 0 0 
g I 0 C) 0 0 \ I D }OJ-
(continued on next page) 
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Table 4. (continued) 
Sound Substitutions Omissions Distortions Additions Total Total Total 
artie. dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. errors errors errors all all combined 
cate- cate- , (artie. 
fories fories and 
artie.) dial.) dial.) 
0 
'" 
0 0 0 0 0 I (, I i 
f 0 0 0 0 
' 
:s I l> 
v 0 o 0 0 \ 5 lO 1..5 
s q 
' ' 
0 
' 
0 
' 
li" 
(continued on a ext page) 
Table 4. (continued) 36 
Sound Substitutions Omissions Distortions Additions Total Total Total 
artie. dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. errors errors errors all all combined 
cate- cate- (artie. 
fories fories and 
artie.) dial.) dial . ) 
z l3 0 0 0 I( lh :L? 
0 0 0 0 I & J g 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
s b 0 0 0 • 7 
(continued on next page) 
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Table 4. (continued) 
Sound Substitutions Omissions Distortions Additions Total Total Total 
artie. dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. errors errors errors all all combined 
cate- cate- (artie. 
fories fories and 
artie.) dial.) dial.) 
tj 0 0 l 0 1 L 8 
0 0 0 0 0 } 0 
\ '0 \ 0 0 0 L I 
. 
~ 0 
0 0 0 
(continued on next page) 
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Table 4. (continued) 
Sound Substitutions Omissions Distortions Additions Total Total Total 
artie. dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. errors errors errors all all combined 
cate- cate- (artie. 
rories fories and 
artie.) dial.) dial.) 
w-hw 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
.3 0 \ Lf 
r 0 0 0 0 
h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(continued on next page) 
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Table 4. (continued) 
Sound Substitutions Omissions Distortions Additions Total Total Total 
artie . dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. artic.dial . errors errors errors all all combined 
cate- cate- (artie. 
rories fories and 
artie.) dial.) dial.) 
\ 0 0 0 0 0 ~ J 
e 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
i ( 0 0 0 0 0 0 () 
0 0 \ 0 () 
(continued on next page) 
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Table 4. (continued) 
Sound Substitutions Omissions Distortions Additions Total Total Total 
artie. dial. artic . dial . artic.dial. artic.dial. errors errors errors all all combined 
cate- cate- (artie . 
rories rories and 
artie.) dial.) dial.) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
u 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 D \ 0 D 
(continued on next page) 
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Table 4. Continued 
Sound Substitutions Omissions Distortions Additions Total Total Total 
artie. dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. errors errors errors all all combined 
cate- cate- (artie. 
rories rories and 
artie.) dial.) dial.) 
\ D D 0 0 0 3 \ 1 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 q 0 
(continued on next page) 
( ( 
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Table 4. (continued) 
Sound Substitutions Omissions Distortions Additions Total Total Total 
artie. dial. artic.dial. articodial. artic.dial. errors errors errors all all combined 
cat e-- -. cate- (artie. 
. rories rories and 
artie.) dial.) dial.) 
. "?) D 0 l 0 '+ 0 if ~\..C.. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(concluded on next page) 
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Table 4. (concluded) 
Sound Substitutions Omissions Distortions Additions Total Total Total 
artie. dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. errors errors errors all all combined 
cate- cate- (artie. 
rories rories and 
artie.) dial.) dial.) 
~:\J 
' 
0 0 0 0 0 l 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
44 
Table 5. Rank Order of Difficulty of Sounds: Articulatory and Dialectic 
Sound Substitutions Omissions Distortions Additions Rank Rank Combined 
order order total rank 
artie. dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. of of order qf 
diffi- diffi- difficulties 
culties culties (artie. and 
(artie.) (dial.) dial.) 
p (0 5 \ ~ \\ 5 q 
b \ 3 3 
m [0 10 \ 3 10 
( 
n (0 \ '1 (/ 10 
(continued on nextc page) 
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Table 5. (continued 
So nd Sub,...t i tutionc• Omissior1s Distortions Additions ... 1k Rank Co:mbinad. 
ord r o_ er tot'"'l rank 
artie . di~. ar ·-· c . :to.l. ar.j..ic . din.l . artie . inle of of or ,r o:f 
nif:fi- di:f:P .... diff ".culti~s 
cul-tier.; cul ics (artie ., and 
( o.r ·ic . ) { dia.l . ) dia_. > 
t (\, . 1 \ ) .)... . \ \\ ~ l. 
d \ 
k \ \0 \cl... 
g \ \() 7 
-------------------------------------------------------~~----·--------------·----
( continued on next .P'e;:.<:) 
Table 5. (continued) 
c 
Sound Substitutions 
artie. dial. 
to 
f 1 .., 
v 
s 
Omissi ons Distortions Additions 
artie. dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. 
3 3 
'1 
\ '1 
(continued on next page) 
Rank 
order 
of 
diffi-
culties 
(artie.) 
1 
Rank 
order 
of 
diffi-
culties 
(dial.) 
I 0 
46 
Combined 
total rank 
order of 
difficulties 
(artie. and 
dial.) 
47 
Table 5. (continued 
Sound Substitutions Omissions Distortions Additions Rank Rank Combined 
order order total rank 
artie. dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. of of order of 
diffi- diffi- difficulties 
culties culties (artie. and 
(artie.) (dial.) dial.) 
:;):: \ \ 3 6 ~ \ 
' 
\ \ ., \0 
to 3 3 I d-. 
s 5 IU '1 b " /lJ 
(continued on next page) 
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Table 5. (continued) 
Sound Substitutions Omissions Distortions Additions Rank Rank Combined 
order order total rank 
artie. dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. of of order of 
diffi- diffi- difficulties 
culties culties (artie. and 
(artie.) (dial.) dial.) 
ts lf I D 7 5 II 1 
3 
' 
7 9 
\ 3 '6 s 
. j \0 \0 , ~ \ j_ \7 
(continued on next page) 
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Table 5. (continued) 
Sound Substitutions Omissions Distortions Additions Rank Rank Combined 
order order total rank 
artie. dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. of of order of 
diffi- diffi- difficulties 
culties culties (artie. and (artie.) (dial.) dial.) 
w-hw IO \0 \~ \d- \1 
1 \0 \ \ 1 \0 l\ 
r \0 \ \ 7 
h \o \ O 3 
(continued on next page) 
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Table 5. (continued) 
Sound Substitutions Omissions Distortions Additions Rank Rank Combined 
order order total rank 
artie. dial. artic.dial. artie. dial. artic.dial~ of of order of 
diffi- diffi- difficulties 
culties culties (artie. and 
(artie.) (dial.) dial.) 
\0 \ ~ \ \ \~ \(D 
e \0 \0 \ \d-. \7 
i 10 3 
\0 
(conti nued on next page) 
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Table 5. (continued) 
Sound Substitutions Omissions Distortions Additions Rank Rank Combined 
or der order total rank 
artie. dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. of of order of 
diffi- diffi- difficulties 
culties culties (artie. and 
(artie.) (dial.) dial.) 
0 lo \0 \ \(). \d. \I 
en 
0 l:Jj 
P"O 
0 c:o 
~3" u \0 \0 \ 3 \~ \d-. \1 t-' :::1 
f-' · 0 
a'HlC::::: 
f"j :::1 
p:> t?;j ...... 
f-j p, <: 
'< ,:: ([) 
0 f-j 
ll' (ll 
c+l-'" 
f-'• c+ 
o""l 
:::s \0 \0 ~ ~~ \d. \1 
\0 \()... 
(continued on next page) 
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Table 5. (continued) 
Soun~ Substitutions Omissions Distortions Addit ions Rank Rank Combined 
or der order total rank 
artie. dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. of of order of 
diffi- diffi- difficulties 
culties culties (artie. and 
(artie.) (dial.) dial.) 
1 't \I \) 
" 
\\ \0 
\o \0 \a- \I 
Ia.. \0 
(continued on next page) 
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Table 5. (continued) 
Sound Substitutions Omissions Distortions Additions Rank Rank Combined 
order order total rank 
artie. dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. artic.dial. of of order of 
diffi- diffi- difficulties 
culties culties (artie. and (artie.) (dial.) dialJ 
. l \ 0 1> \d-- \~ jU. 
' 
\~ 
t ' \ 
\3 
\0 \0 '~ \1 
(concluded on next page) 
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Table 5. (concluded) 
Sound Substitutions Omissions Distortions Additions Rank Rank Combined 
order order total rank 
artie. dial. artic.dial. artic . dial . artic.dial. of of order of 
diffi- diffi- difficulties 
culties culties (artie. and 
(artie.) (dial.) dial.) 
0.'\f \0 \ ~ & \\ \j.__ \<o 
\0 \0 \ \().. \1 
2. Writer's Interpretation of Data 
According to .the results of the phonetic analysis in this 
chapter (tables 2-5) it was found that the 20 cases in this study 
made almost an equal number of di alectic and articulatory errors 
in the articulation test which was administered. Several cases 
55 
displayed only dialectic errors, suggesting that they are being 
given speech therapy for dialectic speech alone, or for a non-
articulatory disorder. All cases displayed some degree of dialec-
tic speech. 
The sounds which yielded the most articulatory errors were, 
in order, Cd~"] and [_s] (tied) . Cz.J ' G] ' C:.b] ' Ce] ' and c~.J 
were next in order of difficulty. The first four of these sounds 
normally give trouble to many art iculation cases. The last sound 
is often distorted in New England speech. 
The sound which yielded the most dialectic errors was C:z:]. 
Next in order of difficulty were[&J , (1;] , C~] , CjJ , C..p] , 
[""] , and [.d3] in that order. The main form of difficulty for 
these sounds was cognate substitution, a common dialectic error. 
The most difficult sound in both the articulatory and dialec-
tic categories combined was [7.] , which is often substituted by C ~) 
in articulatory errors, and by CsJ or (.dz.. and bs J in · dialectic 
errors. The next most difficult sounds in the combined categories 
were ca 3] , Q,] , GJ , Cv] , and Cal . 
The most frequent articulatory errors were mainly those which., 
•. 
are most frequent in the speech of children with. defective articu-
lation. The most frequent dialectic errors were mainly those in-
volving excessive aspiration or interchange of cognate pairs. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
1. Sununary 
The writer administered an articulation test to 20 children 
of Italian descent. All errors of articulation were phonetically 
recorded, and checked against a chart which listed all dialectic 
errors known to the writer. The errors were then categorized as 
either articulatory or dialectic, and broken down into errors of 
substitution, omission, distortion, and addition. All phonetic 
sounds were put into rank order of difficulty: articulatory, dia-
lectic, and combined total. 
2 . Conclusions 
There were an equal number of articulatory and dialectic er-
rors displayed in this study~ The most difficult sounds in the 
articulatory category were: Cd.3] , Cs] , [)J , Cr-] , Cb] , C E], 
and ~JJ . The most difficult sounds in the dialectic cat egory 
were: ~J ' c-eJ , [t] ., c VJ], Lj] ' Cf] ' c v] , and c: d:)] The 
most difficult sounds in the combined categories were: [z.] , C J}J, 
O,] , G] ,[v] , and [~]. 
l\'Iost of the frequent articulat ory errors vTere those which are 
common in speech of children with defective articulation. Mo st of 
the frequent dialectic errors involved either excessive aspiration 
or interchange of cognate pairs. 
56 
3. Limitations 
The main limitation of this study was the size of the sample . 
The reliability of this study would be increased with a greater 
number of cases. A second limitation of this study was the fact 
that most of the cases involved come from a low to low-average 
socio-economic area, where substandard speech is prevalent in all 
ethnic groups, and where quite a few dial ectic errors of this 
group are common substandard speech difficulties of other groups . 
4. Suggestions for Further Study 
There has been comparatively little research done in the area 
of the Italian dialect. I would suggest further study whi ch uses 
a larger sampling of cases, and which contrasts the speech of in-
dividuals of different socio-economic areas. I would also suggest 
further study which concentrates more closely on the effects of 
place of birth of parents and grandparents on the child's sp eech. 
57 
A final suggestion would be a comparison of articulatory deviations 
of children of Itali an descent with children of non-Italian descent, 
in which all cases come from the same neighborhood or socio-economic 
level. 
1. 
2. 
6. 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
Dear Parent: 
As a graduate student of Boston University working for my 
Master's Degree, I wish to make a study of some of the children 
in our schools, and would appreciate your help. 
I am interested in the speech of children whose parents or 
grandparents came from Europe. 
Would you like to help me? If you would, please fill out 
the enclosed form and be as clear as you can. 
Please have your child return the form to the school prin-
cipal. 
!/Writer's maiden name. 
Sincerely 
Carol Shacter l/ 
Speech Therapist 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
.APPENDIX B 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
Name of child 
Date of birth School 
Birthplace of child: country city 
Birthplace of father: country city 
Birthplace of mother: country city 
Birthplace of Father's father: country city 
Birthplace of Father's mother: country city 
Birthplace of Mother's father: country city . 
Birthplace of Mother's mother: country city 
Is a European language spoken in your home at all? 
A. Which one? 
B. How often? (check) seldom ____ at times ____ often 
almost always ____ • 
c. Put a line under the above people who speak this language 
(Nos. 3 to 9)o 
11. Can your child speak this language? 
A. How well? (check) just a little ____ fairly well ____ 
very well ___ • 
B. Can your child understand this language? (check) just a 
little __ fairly well ___ very well_. __ •. 
12. Do any of the grandparents live ~ith .. :you? __________ _ 
A. vlhich ones? 
13. Any comments you wish to add? 
Thank you very much for helping me with my study. Please have 
your child return this to the school principal. 
Carol Shacter 
Name of person answering this form: 
Sounds 
p 
b 
m, ;r 
n, d 
t 
d 
k 
g 
f 
v 
s 
z 
.APPENDIX C 
1. Articulation Test for Phonetic Analysis l/ 
Initial Position 
pig 
ball 
milk 
nail 
tie 
dog 
cup 
gun 
king 
fork 
vase 
thumb 
sun 
zipper 
shoe 
chair 
giraffe 
ladder 
~ledial Position 
pipe 
baby 
hammer 
banana 
button 
indian 
turkey 
bugle 
hanger 
telephone 
seven 
toothbrush 
feather,mother 
seesaw 
razor 
dishes 
matches 
pidgeon 
balloon 
ue/e\J.ISlo 1"1... 
Final Position 
apple 
web 
comb 
ten 
cat 
bed 
sock 
egg 
ringing 
knife 
five 
tooth 
horse 
rose 
fish 
church 
bridge 
pencil 
1/McCausland, Miller, and Okie, Speech Through Pictures, Expres-
sion Company , Magnolia, :r.1ass., 1947, pp. 1-63 . 
Sounds Initial Position 11edial Position Final Position 
r rabbit carrot door 
h 1/ hat ,heart 
hw,w wheel wagon 
a_,e, ,A. arm cane leaf 
J, Z) I V\,. paw boat moon 
*I £, .:c fan bell ink 
... A tA.. bottle duck book o, I 
G\..!:. ' ~ c.A., .J 1:. eye cucumber boy 
'0.. v, ~ cow yawn 
1/0nly one position was tested for this and following sounds, and 
each sound is listed in a column corresponding to the order of the 
sounds in the first column. 
2. Phonetic Analysis 11 
a. Charles s. (2), Age 7-1, Grade 1. 
disorder: lateral production of c 5, 5 Its I J3 J [ tIe, d/~ J 
test errors: 
bAcll:. n button 
.:r: V\ \ '}."' indian 
b)~\(~ bugle 
\1 e.. "3 vase 
ti\W\ thumb 
~~-' ;t'-.1:~ zipper 
f. ~:r:.. f five 
t:; lA...t tooth 
W\1\& )' mother 
r- -e3 a"" razor 
t ~:tbv "s toothbrush 
s' '"T~\ 
.\. '. S) seesaw 
d:t S l~ltvol J:.2. dishes 
~("\~\ 
~a 
chair 
t s :r CJ l o.lew-1_ church 
)'~I<.J matches YYl~ ]:2... 
~). ~f giraffe 
brri:-~ bridge 
~ \ J-3 \~ e.r'Y'\ pidgeon 
'? t. \1\S \"~I pencil 
lt( ~ \.' ll\ A lN\ i) cucumber 
1/All errors are recorded regardless of sound being tested. 
b. Ruth D. (1), Age 8-6, Grade 3. 
disorder : C b/s, 1- /z :J 
test errors: 
ti\.VV\ 
~1\.V\ 
v1 D<> 
j)..v-a(Lf 
m de- tj' I: ). 
f ¥-~! 
c. ValE'. (7), Age 9-5, Grade 2 
thumb 
sun 
seven 
seesaw 
nose 
giraffe 
matches 
fan 
. disorder: (stuttering)' c lA) I r, t;; I e I d I} I U) I l J 
Test errors: 
b ") u..l ball 
VVIL: wV< milk 
n ?/?_ m : W)l\ hammer 
II\ 5!-C t, cat 
b 1\cl:r: V1 button 
b ~ IAJ U., bugle 
w t:. ~ .'\ l: Yl ringing 
t J\"""' thumb 
t;-u..t tooth 
-bu.Cb'j toothbrush 
F- f:~ d- ;feather 
c. Val . F. (7), ( continued) 
vY\ 1\.c\ 'S mother 
z....I:rl\ zipper 
vJt:.Z./\ razor 
be-l 6\.IJ.I:)I. V\ television 
& #-'-" ~f giraffe 
nw~ts bridge 
'o\ u..V'\ balloon 
l\J (Je..bl:. t rabbit 
\A.~ w I: t-~ carrot 
uJ~ f leaf 
bot~ boat 
W'\ U..V'\ \.. moon 
f \t-V\! fan 
b(;Lt CA. bottle 
1.{ ~ lAf"< 1\ W\}. cucumber 
' yawn ~ o.-~ 
U).\.I.A. wheel 
d. Phyllis N. (3), Age 8-3, Grade 2. 
disorder: severe nasality 
test errors: 
u)/\ b web 
Me.bA, baby 
W\ ')..Y\ ~ V\ "} banana 
vv'\ 1\ t r: V\ button 
n)'\ dog 
yv'\E-<1. bed 
I. V'\ A. L Y\ indian 
~t\n gun 
b~LA,\4. bugle 
tLA.."C" tooth 
t "'tb~"'s toothbrush 
~ eel 3" feather 
VV\ I\ A -, mother 
y.e._c\t\ razor 
V\..t::si.z dishes 
t ~~v.:cJr:n television 
Y1 J. r ct!. e- t:; giraffe 
• pt:Y\)f\V) pidgeon 
mk) \ u..n balloon 
Y))Y" door 
U)l. d.\ wheel 
l i v leaf 
VVl n-c boat 
~ ·~ u...UA. W\ ~ cucumber 
e. RichardT. (4), Age 7-7, Grade 2. 
disorder: (stuttering), C \A'J / (, w / \"] 
test errors: 
b\ ~V)£_V\ d. 
l.d I: ~I: Y) 
V\.CL:C.'-1 
t"VV\ 
t\Lt 
t L&. tb cU 1\.f 
feel~ 
ci z.-:r:. P r a-
w e:z. '). 
-t d~ \JL-~31:..~ 
a r~f 
b'rl: t-J 
6\ U..Vl 
ts ~ l( 1\ YY\. '.):' 
f. Frank M. (6), Age 7-6, Grade 2. 
disorder: C .e { s 1 1}/z.... J 
test errors: 
-e\ 
\,{T:"j'-'\ 
h~~)~ 
rr::~):L ~) 
\)€_~ 
e~... e) 
re..-2.2. ""l 
banana 
ringing 
knife 
thumb 
tooth 
toothbrush 
feather 
zipper 
razor 
television 
giraffe 
bridge 
balloon 
cucumber 
egg 
king 
hanger 
ringing 
vase 
seesaw 
razor 
f . Frank M. (6) (continued) 
d -z..:r: ~r ~ 
V\0~ 
f :X:~~ 
~r:}" 
-ce.l ~\)1:A~r:~ 
g. Ri chard C. (9), Age 8-3, Grade 3. 
disorder: C l.U [ r J 
test errors: 
lc.) c <l 
'o f\ t" ~ Y'\ 
bed~ 
E.L< 
Kt tJ1 
f. ~~ f-
"\A.VY\ 
t- L,.:c 
b ~.:t; b ~ 1\5 
""2-1.\ :c p ;}' 
.., os. 
f::, e.l f wr 3 r "' 
bwr: bJ 
w~\>I:"t 
zipper 
nose 
fish 
dish 
television 
web 
button 
bed 
egg 
king 
five 
thumb 
tooth 
toothbrush 
zipper 
nose 
television 
bridge 
rabbit 
h . Joseph C. (12), Age 8-3, Grade 3. 
disorder: C G(~~ '}/z.] 
test errors: 
61\t\.,.I:V\ button 
~I{ egg 
V(:r:~1 king 
Y\ ~1~ :t hanger 
\-r:~~ I:j ringing 
t::~:cf five 
r- e.s~ razor 
V\ os nose 
bv-r_ 9' bridge 
i . Mary P. (11), Age 8-1, Grade 3. 
disorder: C b{ S, ) /z. 1 &tst:ort~ J, ~J J 
test errors: 
button 
egg 
h)rr"''''s horse 
b\'" c t-"J bridge 
j. John M. (10), Age 10-5, Grade 5. 
disorder: c e I 5 I J ( 7- I J I a I t I e J 
test errors: 
r a.r:.f ~ pipe 
LOC...b ~ 
-rreb 
k ¥Lt" cat 
Ej~ egg 
Ur.:~J king 
j. John M. (10), (continued) 
r t:. '1.1 I:. n ringing 
't;AV\1\ thumb 
t\A.c tooth 
C u..tbr "J toothbrush 
f e.cl "X" feather 
W\ 1\, ~ -r mother 
8t\Y\ sun 
~ -:>r ~ horse 
SA.~) seesaw 
1-J:.f~ zipper 
\--L~':t" razor 
V\0~ nose 
d Q\( duck 
k. Loretta M. (5), Age 12-3, Grade 6. 
disorder: lateral c S 1 "'2. 'P _.,.0 !lAZrt 0 \'\ :J 
test errors: 
~"' \ apple 
L() .e_ b 'l web 
U~t~ cat 
'o 1\ t"' t:. ..., button 
~ ") ~ ~ dog 
be.d" bed 
f. j"' egg 
• bugle b \ lA.) ~ 1. 
Ut: ~ j king 
\'""1:~\ :c ~ 1 ringing 
k. Loretta H. ( 5 ) , (continued) 
t ·1,4 .. :e :l 
~"'-t b~A5 
f- £! :?' 
"""" 1\. ! "j:' 
Z-lof~ l " 3'" 
~ e-z.! .. :~~ 
6-.-.I:. t"J 
tooth 
toothbrush 
feather 
mother 
zipper 
razor 
bridge 
l. Roberts. (13), Age 9-3, Grade 3. 
disorder: c. e l.sl }.{z.., s\~.~\.t w I v- .J 
test errors : 
'£.~~ \ apple 
bA& LV\ button 
t f,'("- \,{ ~ turkey 
k-x.']jS hanger 
v-c'\~c~ ringing 
f._C\._L f five 
?S- "VV\ f thumb 
teAt tooth 
cut b-rA J toothbrush 
}- t: ~ --r zipper 
t~l l vtv\C1.3~ television 
~d-r e~--f- giraffe 
\--~1:. ~ rabbit 
V( ct... v- 't: A carrot 
'o~~. bottle 
m. Frances c. (14), Age 9-6, Grade 4. 
disorder: c el7, )$. /-z-. ""'"_] 
test errors: 
~~~\ 
w C-b~ 
m:r\ \.<" 
b" t"'r ~ 
~I: ~1 
\1\ae.,~d 
Y.l: ~~ "1:. J 
n ~r:: f "' 
t E.i.). f-" l) Y\ 
v~es"" 
f ~ ~r: v 
s"' t vt:n 
t""""' 
t;~t 
t \A.. t-bY" "5 
s~"V\ 
~")S~ 
b-..s I: p T 
W\ "£._ t_:) w .r: z.. 
y-~brt"' 
hae.t" 
~Q.+~ 
apple 
milk 
button 
king 
hanger 
ringing 
knife 
telephone 
vase 
five 
seven 
thumb 
tooth 
toothbrush 
sun 
horse 
zipper 
matches 
rabbit 
hat 
heart 
• 
no Roberta G. (15), Age 6- 9, Grade 1. 
disorder: C- e/s I ~~Z. 1 S/tJ I W /t] lateral production of - -) 
--{ J I tr I J J J 
test errors : 
~v"'" ~ apple 
L( k Cl. t"" cat 
f. a. t: f- five 
~A¥1 sun 
h:>6 horse 
e ~6) seesaw 
~ J: f:l zipper 
\-e.~ :l- razor 
f.rr~T ...... \ fish 
d ,.J;~ dishes I: 'I: z_ 
tt.\ v:r:d)1:'-" television 
-tse'). chair 
YY\ ~*S'I: ~ matches 
~~~y ce.E- giraffe 
b~:r: t5 bridge 
'VI: cl~ .LV' pidgeon 
~fA\< duck 
\.( u. ~ \A. cow 
o. Franks . (20), Age 8- 5 , Grade 1 . 
disorder: C b- ( S 1 t;.:ll ~istorts S 1 5J , numerOUS omissiOnS 
test errors : 
U) e\) web 
n }e \"1 }. banana 
b" t 'J... Yl button 
o. Franks. (20) , Age 8-5, Grade 1 . (continued) 
bet bed 
A)'n indian 
t-Q. \( 1"" "' sock 
c3"<~ turkey 
'oi "'-j \ bugle 
wr.~"L~ ringing 
p~u fork 
Y\a..L" knife 
be..\ f OV\ telephone 
b-et vase 
P""L ~ five 
t ~b"l.n seven 
tAW\ thumb 
b<A.t tooth 
bu. t; PlAJ 1\ t" toothbrush 
l' ~A:;). feather 
yV\ 1\ c\ C). mother 
t /\"' sun 
n)c horse 
stA t? seesaw 
d -z. 1:. \' 1\ zipper 
we..~~ r azor 
\'10~ nose 
bLA shoe 
pt.C fish 
d.rt-.:c~ dishes 
o. Frank S. ( 20) , (continued) 
t-f..\ b ,\ television 
t-s-e.'l, chair 
s _.(, t-3-c church 
VV'\ (}Q. z .. Jr: &:- matches 
z).:aef giraffe 
bwt: t" bridge 
\")1: J. L Y\ pigeon 
~ }jt&~ ladder 
bw lA. V'\ balloon 
~tV' t-O-\ pencil 
w ~ \>r: t- rabbit 
\,( ~ w:r:C carrot 
J.) door 
Uj e.-\ wheel 
) \ b leaf 
~) paw 
"'< v.. ~ 1\. VV').. cucumber 
p. Angelos. (16), Age 9-10, Grade 4. 
disorder: C-. ~ls1'l/z..J stuttering , hoarseness . 
test errors : 
"')y-"tr~l horse 
V\ a: S nose 
b '). ·, \~~(!GO~ balloon 
~ t-r .. \, heart o..r t 
\d.~~~&~ ladder 
b t. \ d Q.IJ. '"a.\ bell 
q. James P. (17), Age 7-0, Gradel. 
disorder: stuttering, C w / r, tj /j 1 t-/8] 
test errors: 
CQ_~" \ apple 
Pq_I:. ?.) pipe 
W"I:Vj) t::.~ ringing 
R ~cf- five 
-bi\W'\ thumb 
-c~t- tooth 
t t.A.t-bwA-l:j' toothbrush 
A-z-rrA zipper 
we-z.A razor 
V\OS nose 
t)V- shoe 
d~r_z_ dishes 
tf-l ~ v\ n television 
v- aet- t giraffe 
\:!d: ~ bridge 
b~\h" ~l"' balloon 
w 1t- 'or t- rabbit 
I i" leaf 
'U \,\. ~ ~ W' ):, ;}!' cucumber 
r. Vincent D. (18), Age 8-4, Gradel. 
disorder: 1:. i; I e I d /} I dy, s I i-J ' si!J.; ) s ~ I li) I r J 
test errors: 
milk 
banana 
dog 
sock 
r . Vincent D. (18), ( contim~.ed) 
\_..(AV'\ gun 
£l.i. egg 
f \ ~,\ bugle 
U-:)'t:.')I:~ ringing 
-b Q,. \ d-{-o V\ telephone 
f- e.s vase 
t f\V\1\ thumb 
bu..t tooth 
t '-'l. +- e. r toothbrush 
~)t horse 
51: \?~ zipper 
we_! d. razor 
\1\0 c\ nose 
fit fish 
c.!I t l:Z- dishes 
be I ~bt2I:"' television 
s ~~ chair 
church s 3C 
YV\ & C.l:.Z. matches 
5 ~'r ~ f- giraffe 
~ \"1:. J bridge 
~I: dl::. V\ pidgeon 
p r V"\ t~\ pencil 
s \ ""Y\ 
lib 
balloon 
leaf 
ink 
bottle 
cucumber 
s. Joseph M. (19), Age 8-6, Grade 2. 
disorder: C t.Al I~ 1 t~~ \\e. A 'r ( 'r J 
test errors: 
p c.l: r .. pipe 
'P) \ -.-..t-w.\ ball 
wt...b~ web 
.)'\Ill: I J~}CA\ milk 
b").\L~} banana 
~ ~t-'"' cat 
6_-:>\1\ dog 
£~~ egg 
~~~, king 
h dt-~~ ~ hanger 
-rt""i]: 'j, L. 31 ringing 
f o.J:f five 
b :t; b ty.~\J 
I.A. ~ .... 1\f toothbrush 
:;z.. A. 5:) seesaw 
ts-:c.p~ zipper 
r '='-~\~ -z_:t razor 
t "'\ '). \) 1: 3 T' Y"\ television 
d ).r -ae_f- giraffe 
br~¥ t-s bridge 
\'~.b\ ee ~:! ladder 
b \ J)l't-(4\~ balloon 
Y""~~ ?I:t- rabbit 
k ~rtE\\ t; carrot 
haet~ hat 
ho-t~ heart 
( I v leaf 
t. Joseph P . (8), Age 9-9 , Grade 3. 
disorder: stuttering, rolls C\] , slurs speech. 
test errors: 
p:t~ ~ pig / 
~ ae..t-" cat 
b 1\ d "',- V\ button 
he!"}. bed 
\l{r~\t\ king 
rr~11:~J ringing 
..f' a.l: t five 
t;"~ thumb 
tLA.-r tooth 
t:utbv-1\ J toothbrush 
~~d ~ feather 
hf\1\J) mother 
jz_r:- \? '5 zipper 
bv-l: t-J bridge 
I ·aP £l : ~ ladder 
n o.S nose 
'o 0.. \ ·.. ll.t.V\ balloon 
